Bernoullilator
The project idea presented in the winter semester was
about a machine which should produce sounds with the
movement of air passing through flexible tubes.
This idea was developed after reading about how
the Bernoulli's principle works, and makes sounds with
wind music instruments possible. It behaves the same
way as when air goes through corrugated tubes open
at both ends.

In the first stage of development and experimenting, there was
implemented a partially disassembled fan to use its motor
function. A corrugated pipe of a vacuum cleaner was attached
to it. However it was replaced by a whirly tube kids toy, after
considering that it was less heavy and the tube ends were
already narrow enough to make
sounds by itself. After replacing
the tube, and 3D printing a clamp
for a better attachment, the fan
motor was still not strong enough
to give the speed required for the
tube to move and let the air to pass through to make a sound.
Consequently, there were tried other motors used for
ventilation or from drillers, which were too weak, too loud or
too unstable. Therefor, it was set the decision to buy a DC
motor that worked accordant to what was actually needed.
Through a perforated metal strip plate, the whirly tubes were
attached to a 12V DC geared motor, which has a rated speed
of 248 rpm, powerful enough to make the tubes oscillate and
obtain the lowest sound frequency from the air passing inside.
The next step was to make the motor function at the speeds in which a sound was produced.
An arduino UNO microcontroller was used to proceed with the project with the help of a DC
motor driver. The one used was the L298N which allows speed and direction control of the
DC motor.
The module can drive DC motors that have voltages between 5 and 35 volts with big
currents up to 2 amps. It has two screw terminal blocks, the motor was connected to one of
them. It also has another screw terminal block, where the power supply was connected
since that’s where the pin for the ground and the VCC can be found. It also has a 5 volts pin
which can either be an input or output (however, this depends on the voltage used at the
motor VCC).
This module has on the board as well a 5volts regulator which can be either enabled or
disabled using a jumper. Since the motor supply voltage is not higher than 12 volts, it was
possible to enable the 5v regulator, and the 5 volts pin could be used as output for powering
the arduino board.
The ENA pin was used for enabling and controlling the speed of the motor. The logic of the
input works like this: if a jumper is present on this pin the motor will be enabled and work at
maximum speed, and if the jumper is removed, one can connect a PWM input to this pin,
and in that way control the speed of the motor. If one connects this pin to a ground, the
motor will be disabled.

The inputs were connected to the arduino board. To this board was also connected an
ultrasonic distance sensor with a range from 3 to 400cm, the VCC and ground to its
correspondent power pins, and the trigger and echo in the defined pins of the arduino
board.
After everything was correctly connected, it was
proceeded to write the code for the arduino.
Respectively, it was necessary to define the pins,
write the variables for the motor values and the
sensor distance, for this, also the readings from the
analog input, in order to set afterwards the right
motor values corresponding to the distance analog
values.
Successively, the pin modes were written and
defined, and the initial rotation direction were
written (digital write low and high).
In the loop section, the serial print for the sonar
sensor was set to be read, as well as to calculate the
total and average of the array values.

Finally, the conditions were written. For this, it was necessary to manually calculate the
voltage value of the four velocities in which the tubes make sounds. This was done by
reading the outcome of the printed values at different speeds.

The conditions were written in order to get this four speeds (motor values 255, 180, 110 and
90) to a certain distance value (sensor values 1400, 1700, 2000 and 2500).
Lastly, the motor was attached at the top of a dead tree with the help of a metal strip, and
the sensor was set in the trunk.
The art project was exhibited in the Lindabrunn fest. The public could approach or recede to
it in order to active it the different sounds and interact with it.

